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4th October 2018
Dear Parents/Carers
This is our fifth week in forest school and there are still a few children without long trousers and long
sleeved jumpers. To be able to take part in these sessions your child must be appropriately dressed.
This is modelled by staff wearing the correct outfit on these days.
Unfortunately, if these items are not in school your child may have to miss out on the session and
will have to spend their time in another class, completing appropriate work. This is a situation we
would like to avoid, but we cannot take the children outside unless they are appropriately prepared.
Also PE kits should be in school every day, every week. If there is a genuine reason for the kit to go
home, then it must be back in the next day. To avoid children missing PE or other outdoor learning
experiences, we advise that it not go home until half term. If you need the PE kit at home, please
speak to a member of staff so we are aware and then can check it has returned the following
morning.
Today we had a few children having no PE kits and no forest school kits and they were extremely
disappointed with some of them having tears. I’m sure you understand that situations like this can
be easily avoided if all required equipment is available in school at all times. If you are not sure
which equipment you need to provide, please speak to the office.
Thank you for taking the time to read this and to support your children with their learning.
Mrs Baxter
Class teacher
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